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55 Drilling innovations continue despite lean times
by Tom Muhleman and Paul Dempsey
Here’s a look at two new-generation semis, two new riser components, a novel sidewall coring tool, the latest in tubulars, computers and more

60 Buckled casing: Three ways to avoid it
by T. B. O’Brien
Keep the hole in gauge, remove compression in the pipe and get a good cement job. Any one of the three will help, all three will eliminate most problems

64 What you should know about OCTG inspections
by T. H. Hill
Consistent gauging of API casing is essential for maintaining safe pipe strings. Problem is, gauges, procedures, specs all differ. Here’s why

69 Controlling and capping a Louisiana gas well blowout
It took 35 days of fire fighting and 56 days of snubbing operations to harness the raging gas flow and fire from a wild well near Lafayette, La.

75 Industry restructuring complicates tubular outlook
by Charles A. Perkins, Jr.
Basic and unprecedented shifts in usage and sources of supply mean unstable prices and uncertain inventory availability are ahead for domestic producers
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85 Filtering oil field brines is not that simple
by O. Howard Glaze and John B. Echols
Extensive testing has revealed how factors such as fluid density, viscosity, flow rate, etc., affect filter capability and efficiency

95 How to analyze rod pump performance
by Richard F. Keelan
In addition to calculations used to evaluate pumping unit efficiency, diagnostic tests made with a dynamometer and acoustic well sounder are described

101 Bright spots emerge on U.S. land/leasing scene
by D. E. Lierle and R. Vernon
This brief review of the most active onshore U.S. acreage leasing sites during the first half of 1984 indicates future industry hot areas
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